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OWNER'S MANUAL

NIMS MUTANT

MUTANT NIMSDAI 90

Welcome to Osprey. We pride ourselves on creating the most functional, 
durable and innovative carrying products for your adventures. Please 
refer to this owner’s manual for information on product features, use, 
maintenance, customer service and warranty.
 

+ bluesign® approved main body, accent and 
bottom fabrics
+ GRS-certified recycled main body, accent 
and bottom materials
+ PFAS-free DWR
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OVERVIEW

SHARED FEATURES

1 Removable top lid with zip pocket; FlapJacket and stowaway pocket
2 Snowshed fabric backpanel
3 Two-buckled ice-tool attachment slots
4 SR-buckled upper and lower side compression straps for bulky item  
 attachment.
5 Removable helmet carry net
6 Dual deep side wand/snow-picket pockets
7 Front foam-reinforced shield pocket for crampons or snowshoes
8 Dual side ski attachment loops
9 Reinforced gear attachment loops
10 Lightweight, glove friendly buckles
+ Strippable features for minimal carry
+ Internal hydration sleeve
+ Two under-lid rope attachments, adjustable webbing strap
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FABRIC

MAIN            bluesign® approved 210D recycled nylon grid NanoFly™, PFAS-free DWR 
ACCENT        bluesign® approved 210D recycled nylon grid NanoFly™, PFAS-free DWR 
BOTTOM        bluesign® approved 600D recycled high tenacity nylon, PFAS-free DWR

PRODUCT PROMISE

The Mutant Nimsdai 90 was created for Nepalese mountaineer and Osprey 
Ambassador Nirmal "Nims" Purja MBE and his team for their historic winter 
ascent of K2. Tested in the harshest environment on one of the world’s 
toughest mountaineering objectives, the Mutant Nimsdai 90 was built to 
handle superior load carry in a streamlined pack that delivers stability when 
it matters most

SPECS  S/M  M/L  
Cubic Inches  5370   5492  
Liters  88  90  
Pounds  4.47    4.65   
Kilograms  2.03    2.11 
Inches  32h x 17w x 13d     34h x 17w x 13d 
Centimeters  81h x 42w x 33d    86h x 42w x 33d 

LOAD RANGE  20-60 lb   |   9-27 kg 20-60 lb   |   9-27 kg
ADD-ONS  Raincover XL Raincover XL
    Reservoir 3L Reservoir 3L
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CARRY
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HARNESS

HIPBELT

SUSPENSION

BACKPANEL

1 SUSPENSION
 +   4mm LightWire frame
 + Removable HDPE sheet, two aluminum stays  
  form V support, removable Atilon sheet  
  laminated to ridged EVA foam

2 BACKPANEL
 +   Snowshed backpanel fabric
 + Stretch-woven mesh over ridged EVA foam

3 HARNESS
 +   Stretch woven mesh over EVA foam

4 HIPBELT
 +   Removable hipbelt for weight reduction or 

simplicity while wearing a climbing harness
 + Stretch-woven fabric over contoured EVA foam,  
  gear loops and ice gear clip attachment  

SIZING / FIT

MUTANT NIMSDAI 90

TORSO        S/M  14-17 in. / 35.5-43 cm
          M/L  17-21 in. / 43-53 cm

HOW TO MEASURE YOUR TORSO FOR YOUR PACK
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FEATURE DETAILS & INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVABLE TOP LID WITH INTEGRATED FLAPJACKET™ COVER FOR 
LIDLESS USE 
90 L 

Removable top lid for trips that require less gear or to save weight.
1 Unbuckle the front retention straps.
2 Locate and unclip the buckles next to the load lifter triglides.
3 Unthread the male buckle piece through the web loop.
4 Reverse the steps listed to reattach the top lid. 

When using pack without top lid, unfold FlapJacket buckles and attach to the 
front vertical compression straps.

ROPE ATTACHMENT/INTERNAL COMPRESSION  
90 L  

Mutant Nimsdai 90 is equipped with dual under-lid compression straps that can 
be used to cinch down the load at the top of the pack and/or secure ropes under 
the lid. The strap can be positioned externally or internally depending on what is 
required. 

1 Begin by locating the female buckle for the strap. It will be visible at the top   
 center of the backpanel or it will be found at the top center inside the pack.   
 There is a small pass-through tunnel sewn at the base of the skirt which   
 allows the buckle to be positioned inside or outside as needed.  
2. For external use, either with the lid in position or removed, set the buckle to   
 the outside and connect with the webbing strap that is anchored at the top   
 of the front panel.  
3. For internal use, primarily for load compression when using the FlapJacket   
 feature, set the female to the inside and connect web strap. Compress and   
 then cinch the drawcord closure before securing the FlapJacket with two   
 front straps normally used to secure the top lid.

INTERNAL HYDRATION SLEEVE
90 L   
Place reservoir inside sleeve to 
help ensure proper pack weight 
distribution. Clip reservoir to buckled 
loop to keep upright.

GLOVE FRIENDLY BUCKLES 
90 L

TOP OF PACK HELMET CARRY
90 L

1 Open the hook and loop pocket on the  
 top lid and pull out the helmet net.
2 Pull the net over your helmet and attach  
 the hooks to the top lid webbing.

THREE POINT HAUL SYSTEM
90 L   

Three-point haul system utilizes dual front 
and single rear reinforced haul loops for 
simple, secure hauling.

DUAL TOOLLOCKS
90 L 

Ice tool picks slide into the sides of the front 
panel pocket while dual bungee tool tie-offs 
secure the handles to the pack above.

For more information on this and other products, pack care, how to pack your pack,  
our lifetime guarantee, or to contact Osprey customer service, visit osprey.com.


